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As a publisher, you have set high standards for your publishing program.
You care deeply about the quality of your publications. At the same time,
you also want to ensure that your authors have the best experience
possible.
Of course, as a publishing business, it is also important to adhere to
timelines and ensure that the final product is delivered to market as
quickly as possible. Sometimes, it might seem that it is difficult to
reconcile these constraints without being stretched in multiple directions.
We wanted to make it easier for you to manage these constraints by:
• allowing authors to make changes while retaining the level of control
that you need.
• having better visibility on changes made by the author and make
informed decisions.
• enhancing metadata to improve the discoverability and searchability
of your content.
• making content changes yourself and finalizing the content before it is
published.

You need a product that gives
you the visibility and the power
to deliver better outcomes.
kriyadocs does just that and
helps you run a world class
publishing operation.

Our vision is to make publishing all
content as simple as clicking a button.
At Exeter Premedia, we’ve partnered with prestigious publishing
houses across the world for over 15 years and delivered world class,
publication-ready digital & print content by applying cutting-edge
technology, streamlined processes and extensive domain expertise.
The publishing lifecycle is riddled with a lot of intricate touchpoints
that often end up frustrating authors and publishers because a lot of
their precious time and effort gets spent on a convoluted cycle of
chores – formatting issues, version changes, status tracking, email
volleys, approval delays, repeated follow-ups, and more.
We felt there had to be a better way to make publishing simple and
easier. It is with that goal that we huddled our best minds and created
kriyadocs – an online collaboration platform that brings all the
stakeholders together to get work done.

With its XML-first workflow, on the fly proofing-and-editing
capabilities, configurable workflows and integrated content
management system (CMS), kriyadocs serves as the single-source
window for our clients to transform content in any input format
to multiple output formats including web and print PDFs, ePub
and enhanced ePub with multimedia capabilities.
We endeavor to continuously enhance the capabilities of kriyadocs to
meet ever-evolving client needs and challenges, while keeping up
with advancements in technology, and nimbly adopting industry
standards and best practices.

The kriyadocs way
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Check queries
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Review author changes
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Update metadata
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Review layout
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Regenerate PDF and sign off

Step 1

Check queries
Work smart
Sort and filter queries
for better focus

Open and resolved queries
separated for easy review

Queries are visually tagged to specific
content items, for better context

Automated queries
for objects to ensure
that they are cited

Step 2

Review author changes
Take informed decisions

All changes are tracked

Filter track changes to
see what changes have
been made by whom

Reject / update
changes as needed

Figure replacements
are tracked

See the reason why
figures were replaced

Step 3

Update metadata
Supercharge your content
Update volume
& issue no. and
running heads

Update online
publication date

Add and modify
author order

Modify
keywords

Review and update copyright
and license information

Step 4

Review layout
Set your proof just the way you want it
Update placement of the
tables and figures in the proof

Visual preview – to adjust table orientation,
character alignment and column widths

Step 5

Regenerate PDF and sign off
Publish with confidence

Review proof before approving
the document for publication

Regenerate proof on-the-fly
with the latest content

Dynamic workflow – choose the next step

Measurable and meaningful outcomes

FULL
VISIBILITY

EMPOWER
AUTHORS

Eliminate mundane tasks
and go straight to where
your review and intervention
is needed

Allow authors to make
changes, but retain control
over what gets accepted

MORE
POWER

REST
ASSURED

Use proofing and layout
controls to get the PDF
just right

Complete confidence in the
quality of the publication

AN EXETER PRODUCT

Unchain yourself from the desk. Get work done on-the-go
with a full featured toolset at your fingertips.
ENABLE

ENHANCE

ENSURE

Effortless collaboration.
Empowered teams.

Adaptable workflows.
Rich content.

Smart automation.
Stringent validation.

Intuitive user
interface

AI driven
templates

Automated
data validation

REST API
integration

Kanban
lanes

XML-first
workflows

ML driven
editing

Dynamic
workflows

Centralized
communication

Integrated
CMS & DAM

Smart query
resolution

Customizable
business rules

Actionable
dashboards

Multilingual
support

Role & element
level security

Rich metadata
enablement

To know more or to schedule a demo visit

www.kriyadocs.com

EXTEND
Repeatable processes.
Quick monetization.

